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Introduction: Dust devils are vortices caused 

by unstable wind convection processes near the plane-

tary surfaces, due to solar heat. They have been studied 

on Earth for more than a century [1] and were first ob-

served on Mars in the 1970s in orbital images taken by 

the Viking orbiters [2]. Information about dust devils 

can be inferred from the analysis of their tracks. Such 

tracks are dark filamentary features caused by the albe-

do contrast between the substrate (darker) exposed by 

the vortice and the surrounding areas (brighter) where 

the regolith is left unchanged by passage of the dust 

devil. An important information that can be obtained 

by the analysis of the tracks is the main direction taken 

by the vortices, which can be used to infer the behavior 

of the low atmosphere. The direction of the dust devils 

is correlated to the direction of the winds. Analyzing 

the main wind direction using digital images is useful 

to verify and improve predictions of the General Circu-

lation Model (GCM). We then present and evaluate 

three automatic methods for calculating the main direc-

tion of tracks which have been detected previously by 

the method proposed by [3]. The methods are tested in 

tracks detected in a set of 190 MOC and HiRISE imag-

es and the main directions computed are confronted 

with manual determinations and with the GCM of the 

Martian atmosphere.  

Methods:  We applied and compared three meth-

ods to infer the main direction of tracks: I) Gradient 

dirction, II) Directional morphological openings by 

Linear Structuring Elements (LSEs) and III) Morpho-

logical granulometric analisys by LSEs. Four main 

directions were considered: 0°-180° (E-W), 45°-225° 

(NE-SW), 90°-270° (N-S) and 135°-315° (NW-SE). 

Method I: Uses binary images with tracks detected 

as input. Gradient direction (x, y) was calculated by 
1( , ) ( / )y xx y tg g g  where gy and gx are Prewitt op-

erators for first derivatives in y and x directions. The 

operation results in real values in the range [-180, 180] 

so negative angles were transformed in positives by 

subtracting them from 180°. After that, the real values 

in the range [0°, 180°] were classified to 0°-180°, 45°-

225°, 90°-270° or 135°-315° as follows: 
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  The main direction is given by the higher frequen-

cy among the directions 0°-180°, 45°-225°, 90°-270° 

and 135°-315°. 

Method II: Uses binary images with tracks detected 

as input. The morphological opening  of f by a LSE B 

is the erosion  of f by B followed by a dilation  by B 

transposed [4]: ( ) ( ( ))B BB
f f   with B being de-

fined here as a funtion of size  and direction  (each 

of the four main directions we were concerned). Size  

varied from scene to scene (though, for each scene, the 

size was fixed) according to the maximum width of the 

tracks in each scene. Tracks width was calculated as 

described in [3]. The main direction of the tracks is 

assumed to be the one in which the opening removed 

less pixels than the other directions. 

Method III: This method is similar to method II but 

differs in two aspects: 1) it uses the skeleton of the 

tracks as input data; and 2) the size of the SEs increas-

es as each opening is carried out. The skeletonization 

was performed by the method proposed by [5]. For the 

granulometry we used a family  = () 0 of openings 

by scales B = {b | b  B},   0,   , B being a 

LSE. After applying those SEs, the main direction is 

defined as the one in which the accumulated frequency 

of removed pixels in a certain direction was higher, 

that is, we apply the granulometry in one direction and 

keep the sum of all pixels removed for each size of SE. 

Then we proceed the same way for the other 3 direc-

tions and compare the amount of pixels removed in 

each granulometry.  

Results and Discussion: The methods described 

were applied to a set of 190 MOC and HiRISE images 

(from regions Aeolis, Noachis, Argyre, Eridania and 

Hellas) containing tracks detected with an accuracy of 

92% ± 5%. The main direction obtained from each 

method and for each scene was compared to a ground 

truth set of directions defined visually by an expert. As 

an example, the main directions visually inferred for 

images MOC 12-02214 (Fig. 1(a)) and HiRISE 

ESP_013991_1160 (Fig. 1(b)) are, respectively, 90º-

270° and 135º-315°. The accuracy of the methods can 

be asserted by analysing the confusion matrix that is 

obtained by confronting, for each image, the main di-

rection obtained by the automated method and the main 

direction visually defined by the expert. The global 

accuracy can then be calculated from the confusion 
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matrix as follows: /iiAccuracy x N , where xii are 

the elements of the main diagonal of the matrix and N 

is the total amount of observations. 

 

  
Fig. 1: Images MOC 12-02214 (a) and HiRISE 

ESP_013991_1160 (b) showing detected tracks. 

 

The accuracy of the method I was then 20.0%, that 

is, only 38 directions calculated by using the gradient 

agreed to the directions in the ground truth set defined 

visually. The accuracy for method II was 86.3% and 

for method III it was 66.3%. Table 1 shows directions 

inferred for images presented in Fig. 1 calculated using 

the three methods and the directions defined visually. 

 

Table 1: Directions calculated using the three methods 

discussed and inferred visually for images MOC 12-

02214 and HiRISE ESP_013991_1160. 

 MOC HiRISE 

Method I 45°-225° 135°-315° 

Method II 90º-270° 135°-315° 

Method III 90º-270° 45°-225° 

Visual 90º-270° 135°-315° 

 

The low accuracy of method III is due to the skele-

ton of the objects. If tracks were features of little or no 

variation in their edges, the skeleton would represent 

the object direction more accurately. However, varia-

tions in the edge of tracks produce skeleton segments 

whose directions differ greatly from the direction of the 

main components to which they belong. An example of 

such distortion is shown in Fig. 2.The same variations 

in edges were responsible for the low accuracy of 

method I, specially for HiRISE, because of their higher 

resolution. The gradient directions were calculated for 

each pixel in the edge of tracks. As these edges are 

extremely irregular, showing a number of pixels orient-

ed in directions other than the main one, the method 

failed in many cases. In the case of image MOC 12-

02214 the mistake in the direction estimated by method 

I was probably caused in the step of classification of 

the directions in the interval [0°, 180°] to the classes 

0°-180°, 45°-225°, 90°-270° and 135°-315°. 

 
Fig. 2: Skeleton of image HiRISE ESP_013991_1160. 

 

Additional validation of the results obtained by our 

approach can also be performed, by confronting the 

main directions of the tracks with those predicted by 

the GCM. The main tracks directions for Argyre region 

were calculated using method II and compared to the 

directions predicted by the GCM. Table 2 shows the 

results. All directions inferred by method II agreed 

with those predicted by the GCM. The main direction 

of the wind in the region of Argyre in the solar longi-

tudes ranging from 240° to 360° was E-W. 

 

Table 2: Directions predicted by GCM and calculated 

using Method II for Argyre region. 

Ls (°) Images Predicted Inferred 

240-270 7 E-W E-W 

270-300 7 E-W E-W 

300-330 15 E-W E-W 

330-360 42 E-W E-W 

  

Conclusion: We presented and evaluated three 

methods to infer the main direction of Martian dust 

devil tracks in digital images. A set of 190 MOC and 

HiRISE images with tracks detected previouslly was 

processed and the directions obtained were compared 

with a set of ground truth directions inferred viasually. 

Method I and III showed lower accuracies (20% and 

66%, respectivelly) and Method II was the best one. 

From the tracks detected with an accuracy of  92% ± 

5%, the directional openings by LSEs could infer the 

main direction of tracks with an accuracy of 86%. 

Besides, when comparing the directions inferred for 

Argyre region to those predicted by the GCM the re-

sults agree. In such case, the wind direction predicted 

and inferred was E-W. Therefore, method II can be 

used to infer automatically and accurately the direction 

of winds from Martian dust devil tracks.  
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